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THE PRINCE

Written by Jesse Wigutow

COLD OPEN
EXT. BOARDING SCHOOL - NEW ENGLAND - CAMPUS - DAY
A lush quad, green with the highest grade of grass, bordered by
fiery yellow trees, dotted with boys in blue blazers.
INT. DORM ROOM - SAME
A poster of Brando in street Car hangs over a bed where
someone's digging boxers and socks out of a dirty laundry bag
and stuffing them into a backpack. Meet ZACH ABRAMS, 17.
With the still eyes of a predator, the passion of a poet, the
jowls of an angry drunk, the world is his to conquer— if he
could only learn to harness the forces warring in his soul and
turn them outward. If he could only turn desire into purpose.
Zach reaches into the depths of a cheap bulk-order mahogany
Armoire and pulls out a BAG OF GRASS and a FIFTH OF JIM BEAM.
WASPY ROOMMATE
You're gonna bring that?
His blonde haired, blue eyed, pilgrim-born WASPY ROOMMATE looks
up from the couch. Zach raises his eyebrow knowingly, playfully.
ZACH
Bring what?
WASPY ROOMMATE
I wouldn't, man. Last time I took the
train in, the cops busted this kid next
to me for pounding a 40.
ZACH
Yeah, but was he an amateur..
Zach uncaps the whiskey, carefully pours a few fingers of Beam
into an EMPTY BOTTLE OF HEAD AND SHOULDERS, winks.
ZACH
Or was he a
professional?
The kid shakes his head, uncharmed, turns back to his
translation of The Asneid. Zach shrugs, packs the good stuff.
I/E TRAIN - MOVING - LATE AFTERNOON
Zach Abrams stares out at the passing landscape. Autumn in full
bloom. Across from him, a middle aged BLACK WOMAN pours over
People Magazine— on the cover? JAKE ABRAMS and FIONA MCADAMS.
IT couple of the month. The header: THE PRINCE AND HIS LADY.
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Zach pulls out the Head and Shoulders bottle from his backpack,
takes a long hard swig. The Woman looks up, eyes him oddly. He
holds out the bottle, offers her a sip.
ZACH
Whiskey?
(off her look)
Anti-dandruff formula.. ?
As if that's the selling point. She looks down a t —
A PHOTO in People.
So do we. It's Jake and Zach. Big bro and little bro, both in
tuxedos. Now up again. She's slowly making the connection. A
huge, gospel-like grin usurps her face, thrilled to be amongst
royalty. And on a local commuter line, no lesB.
BLACK WOMAN
What's a nice rich boy like Zach Abrams
doing on the 3:55 to Grand central?
ZACH
Heading into the city for my brother's
charity foundation.
BLACK WOMAN
See? That's good upbringing.
ZACH
Or good connections. "The Prince" there(points at Jake's photo)
— raised 38 million dollars this year
towards breast cancer research.
BLACK WOMAN
You don't say.
ZACH
All of it from my dad's friends.
BLACK WOMAN
I could use a couple friends like that.
ZACH
If you want soulless social climbing
leaches as your friends, maybe.
She laughs. She gets it.
BLACK WOMAN
I could use a daddy like yours then.
ZACH
My Dad's an unforgiving prick.
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BLACK WOMAN
He know you like to drink whiskey outta
shampoo bottles?
ZACH
I'm sure he wouldn't be surprised.
She looks up, raises a knowing eyebrow.
BLACK WOMAN
Least you got one, boy. I aint seen my
baby's daddy since he was slippin silk
drawers off my ankles.
Zach looks out the window. New Haven passes by. He turns.
ZACH
Hey, hold this a sec, will you? I gotta
go water the plants.
She smirks, takes the Head and Shoulders from him as he stands,
wobbles, catches himself on the seatback. He's housed.
EXT. TRAIN - MOVING - MOMENTS LATER
Zach's between cars now, holding onto the rail, PISSING out onto
the tracks as he LIGHTS A BOWL, inhales. That's when a TRAIN COP
opens the door behind him, stopB, stares, can't believe it.
TRAIN COP
What the hell are you doing?!
Zach turns back, sways, slurs, doesn't stop, still pissing,
exhales. A kid who doesn't care, who challenges consequence.
ZACH
Draining my dragon. Why— you wanna
cross streams?
The Train Cop frowns, reaches for his walkie-talkie.
TRAIN COP
This is Officer Molinari. I got a 420
in wagon 6. Requesting backup. Over.
Off the crackle of headquarters giving the big 10-4, off
Molinari reaching for the handcuffs on his belt, w e —
FADE OUT.
END OF COLD OPEN
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ACT 1
EXT. MANHATTAN - DAY
Establishing. The hustle and bustle of the planet's capital.
EXT. CENTRAL PARK - DAY
Central Park in all its glory, every corner, every bench. Quick
staccato moments steeped in explosive colors, New Yorkers
swarming in droves, wallowing in the first day of Fall.
EXT. CENTRAL PARK - TRANSPORT - SAME
A crosstown bus makes its way from the west side to the east.
INT. CROSSTOWN BUS - MOVING - SAME
Amidst a crowd of prep schoolers, we find two high school girls,
seniors caught in a combustible combination of their budding
womanhood— sophistication, sex, gossip, profound insecurity.
One of them, VANESSA ABRAMS, 1 7 — blonde, shrewd, quick, a
little lady in the making— spontaneously aims a DIGITAL CAMERA
at the back of the bus— click— and captures THREE SIXTH GRADE
BOYS in blue blazers staring at her and her pal lustfully.
Unafraid to reveal her natural C cup in an Agnes B tank top, her
friend ALYSSA runs her tongue over her lips at their admirers.
ALYSSA
Hey, Arbus— is your brother gonna be
there tonight?
VANESSA
Supposed to. But you know Zach as well
as I do. I wouldn't hold my breath.
ALYSSA
What about the evil bitch?
VANESSA
You know, Serena's like family. Can't
you just drop it?
ALYSSA
Whatevs.
Vanessa rolls her eyes. Whatevs.
VANESSA
You know who is gonna be there?
(off Alyssa's look)
Taft Hutton.
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ALYSSA
Look at you. You're blushing,
(off her look, blushing)
Oh my god. You went down on him, didn't
you?
VANESSA
What?!
ALYSSA
You totally, utterly, thoroughly
schlobbed Taft Hutton's knob and I
totally can't even deal with it.
VANESSA
Whatevs. You're a sick? sad, deranged
little perv. We just kissed.
ALYSSA
Whatevs- knob
schlobber.
Suddenly, a swarm of students rushes the back door aa the bus
slows to a stop at 86th and Park. Vanessa and Alyssa join the
herd. Behind them, the 6TH GRADERS are in hysterics. One of them
has hiB THUMB sticking out of his FLY. And he's STROKING it.
EXT. CONNECTICUT SUBURBS - AFTERNOON
A police cruiser slowly makes its way downtown, sirens spinning.
INT. POLICE CRUISER - MOVING - SAME
Zach sits in the back seat, Btares out through the corrugated
metal windows. Nowhere near the city. Nowhere near home. The
cruiser passes a sign for NEW HAVEN.
COP
Last kid we caught smokin that
marijuana spent 2 years in juvy.
ZACH
Lovely. Did he enjoy that?
Off Zach's face, alone, trying to spin it his own way, losing—
EXT. 5TH AVENUE - AFTERNOON
88th street. Doormen, nannies, prep schoolers coming home.
INT. ABRAM'S APARTMENT - SAME
An 8000 square foot duplex, wrap around terrace, view over the
park that extends westward practically to Santa Monica.
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INT. VANESSA'S ROOM - ABRAMS APARTMENT - SAME
Breakfast at Tiffany's poster framed on one wall, original
Toulouse Lautrec on another, Vanessa checks herself out in a
full length mirror as CHARLES DUBOZ, 1 7 — the son of the Museum
Director at the M e t — dressed in a sweater vest and French cuffs- couldn't be more dapper— or gayer— looks on.
CHARLES
That's so lame you're taking her. I'm
so much more photogenic.
VANESSA
Oh, I didn't tell you? They don't allow
uncircumcized penises at The Plaza.
He smirks. Fakes a laugh. That's when Alyssa steps out of the
bathroom in a stunning little number, a loud diamond necklace
screaming from her neck. She presents herself, strikes a pose.
ALYSSA
So? Am I to die for?
CHARLES
Somebody call Barbara WaWa. All you
need is a minor lisp and a wine glass
of Dewars and you're gg, Greenwich
divorcee on the brink of menopause.
POP goes a flash— catching Alyssa's reaction. One of horror and
disdain. It's Vanessa's handy weapon again— her DIGITAL CAMERA.
Before Alyssa can complain, there's A KNOCK at the door. They
spin as the door opens to reveal BEVERLY ABRAMS, 51. An elegant
woman who's weathered the storm of age with grace and dignity, A
woman with great composure and an uncanny sense of truth.
VANESSA
What, Mom?
BEVERLY
Hi, people. Just making sure you
weren't planning on coming in our car
tonight.
VANESSA
Alyss and I are going with Larry.
BEVERLY
Really? That's nice of you.
VANESSA
He's too insecure to walk the red
carpet without a ho on his arm.
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BEVERLY
Well- how lucky for him he'll have two
hos then.
Vanessa looks over. Alyssa and Charles make obscene gestures.
BEVERLY
Did you hear from Zach, by any chance?
VANESSA
Nope.
Beverly lingers. Troubled.
CHARLES
You look lovely tonight, Mrs. Abrams.
BEVERLY
Thank you, Charles. That's nice of you.
VANESSA
Mom, we're busy?
She smiles— right, she gets it. As she turns to go...
BEVERLY
Oh, Alyssa? Your bra's showing.
VANESSA
That's the point, Mother.
Beverly nods— right— turns and shuts the door behind her.
INT. ABRAMS APARTMENT - HALLWAYS - CONTINUOUS
Beverly makes her way down the hall now until she comes upon THE
MAID knocking on another door. Meet SYLVIA. From Honduras.
BEVERLY
Can I help you, Sylvia?
Sylvia holds out a pair of cufflinks, well polished.
SYLVIA
These are for Mr. Solomon. I polish.
BEVERLY
Thank you. I'll make sure he gets them.
she takes the cufflinks, opens the door. We follow her into—
INT. THE MASTER BEDROOM - ABRAMS APARTMENT
Where we find a giant bed, tight enough to bounce a quarter on.
Beautiful dressers and a chaise from what looks like the
captain's quarters of The Titanic. The elegance is overwhelming.
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So is the lack of warmth.
BEVERLY
Sol?
Water runs from another room. She follows its sounds into—
THE MASTER BATHROOM
Walk in shower, two person tub shaped like a scallop shell, a
bidet, a wall of perfumes, wall of aftershaves and cologne. And
at the sink— one of the sinks— we find the man of the house.
SOLOMON ABRAMS, 49. People call him SOL. Or SIR. A handsome man
with peppered hair and terrible eyes and the consummate presence
of a tiger pacing in a cage. He'B ferocious, sharp, calculating,
and in the end, impossible to take your eyes off of.
BEVERLY
She hasn't heard from him.
Beverly passes him the cufflinks. He turns back to the mirror.
SOL
The little thug's starting to remind me
of my brother.
BEVERLY
Oh, please. Mort's a self-serving
imbecile. Zach's a smart kid.
SOL
SAT scores don't mean a damn thing in
the real world.
BEVERLY
I'm sorry. I didn't realize you were
the expert on the "real world."
He looks up at in her in the mirror, winkB. Like Zach. Like
Jake. It's a family trait. Passed down from generations past.
SOL
You did not know I am Ze Expairt?
Beverly doesn't break. His humor lost on her. And he retreats,
his magnanimous grin dissolving into dictatorial impatience.
SOL
He's lazy.
BEVERLY
He needs inspiration.
Sol eyes her in the mirror. Inspiration's for pussies. He turns
away, checks his watch, clips in a cufflink.
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EXT. THE PLAZA HOTEL - EVENING
The cusp of Central Park. A tradition of elegance and refinery.
And tonight, amidst the lineup of LIMOS and a Bwarming crowd,
notice the plethora of media outlets clamoring for a soundbite.
TABLOID ANCHOR
We're at the world reknowned Plaza
Hotel where tonight New York City's
social elite joins hands with
celebrities and politicians alike to
support real estate tycoon Solomon
Abrams' Breast Cancer Research
Fundraiser. More known for his
grandiose buildings than for his
philanthropy, we're told tonight's
event was both proposed and organized
by the only man who has Mr. Abrams'
ear. His son. That's right, ladies.
Keep your handkerchiefs handy. The
young prince himself, Jake Abrams is
expected to arrive any minute now with
hie Oscar nominated gal pal Fiona
Mcadams glued to his arm.
INT. LIMO - SAME
Beverly and Sol dressed for the event. Paparazzi and media
surround the car. Beverly pulls down the mirror, checks her
makeup, turns back to Sol, grits her teeth.
BEVERLY
Do I have anything in my teeth?
He barely looks at her. That's because he's straightening his
tie, adjusting the hanky in his breast pocket, fixing his cuff.
SOL
You're fine.
She frowns, turns away, mutters quietly under her breath.
BEVERLY
"You look lovely," would work, too.
And that's when the door opens by the hand of a driver, and
suddenly, they're showered with CAMERA FLASHES and MEDIA.
EXT. THE PLAZA HOTEL - RED CARPET - CONTINUOUS
Sol and Beverly step out into the limelight, smiling for the
cameras. A steady slew of HIGH POWERED GUESTS fall in around
them, celebrities, models, financial players, all of them
slowing for the cameras. Tonight's a night to be seen.
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Now see the middle aged couple getting out of a CAB down the
street, sneaking into the mix. MORT ABRAMS AND VIVIAN LBROOx.
He's 56, she's— well, nobody knows. Presumably in her 50's.
Notice the excess of makeup, the face-lift, the garish earrings.
On him, notice the eyes, shifty, evasive, darting from woman to
woman. It's Sol's older brother and his second wife.
VIVIAN
I swear to God, Mort, if your brother
put us at the proletariat table againHe ignores her as they atop for cameras that aren't interested.
Now check out a threesome just arriving. Cameras flash on
VANESSA ABRAMS and ALYSSA, both on the arm of Vanessa's cousin—
LAWRENCE ABRAMS, 22. Son of Mort, disciple of hip-hop, Marshall
Mathers light. Call him Larry. Or L. Or better yet, Elly L.
LARRY
Yo, you ladies feel my biceps, right?
Elly L's got crazy guns tonight.
Alyssa leans back so Vanessa can hear her.
ALYSSA
Wow, Vaness, your cousin must be
rolling in mad chocha.
Vanessa laughs. Holds her DIGITAL CAMERA out to catch an offbeat
shot of her own posse in closeup. On the red carpet. Click.
But suddenly, SCREAMS rise from the crowd. A frenzy of PAPARAZZI
fight their way to the front. Cameras flash. Pop. Burn,
It's JAKE ABRAMS and FIONA MCADAMS, 25 and 22 respectively. He
in a slim cut tux, jawline of an ancient warrior, eyes of a
Mediterranean lover, she a striking starlet in Gucci sunglasses
and a revealing Marc Jacobs number sans straps.
They couldn't be more ijt if they were Brad and Jen.
INT. COAT CHECK - THE PLAZA - NIGHT
Alyssa and Vanessa take their coat tickets as Beverly greets a
fur wrapped ACQUAINTANCE. That's when A TRIO approaches from the
other side. A couple with their teenage daughter.
Meet THE GODSONS. HENRY and MELINDA. Both in their 50's. He's a
handsome brain surgeon, she's his weather worn wife in a battle
with depression. And notice her belly. She's PREGNANT.
SERENA
Vaness.
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But more importantly, meet their daughter. SERENA GODSON. She's
17, face like the moon, eyes the color of algae, a stoic
princess disenchanted with her kingdom. Vanessa lights up.
VANESSA
Serena beans!
Kisses to both cheeks, bright warm faces happy to see each
other. Now look at Alyssa. Suddenly dark and cold and bitchy.
SERENA
Hi, Alyssa. How are you?
Not a bad effort from Serena, earnest and warm, but it's met
with a cold, gum-chewing, painfully fake smile.
ALYSSA
You know. Gellin. Like a felon.
Serena turns back to Vanessa. As if she needs to deal with that.
SERENA
Is Zach gonna be here tonight?
VANESSA
Supposed to. You didn't talk to him?
SERENA
Me? Not since the summer.
Melinda Godson just got Beverly's attention. And after kissing
Henry Godson hello, Beverly can't help but fawn over the belly.
BEVERLY
Look at you. My god. How many months?
MELINDA GODSON
Four.
BEVERLY
I'm so jealous.
MELINDA GODSON
Don't be. All I do is vomit and sweat.
Henry looks at their table assignment— an excuse to move on.
HENRY GODSON
Table 17, Godson team.
INT. THE PLAZA - BANQUET ROOM - A LITTLE LATER
Scan the room. The banter, the posturing, the glitz, the glamor,
the show. No one's missing. Not even Michael Douglas.
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Beneath a banner that reads THE ABRAMS ORGANIZATION, tables are
arranged around the room a la The Golden Globes and at the THE
ABRAMS TABLE, there's Sol, Beverly, Mort, Vivian, Jake, Fiona,
Vanessa, Alyssa, Larry and one glaringly EMPTY SEAT. Zach's.
VANESSA
Everyone lean in, s'il vous plait.
Vanessa's holding her camera out in front of her, checking the
frame, squeezing herself in. It's not easy getting everyone's
attention, but the man of the hour helps wrangle the team.
JAKE
Hey, Abrams family! Look up!
Heads spin, caught off guard. That's cause Vanessa just popped A
SHOT OF THE FAM, everyone just squeezing into frame.
Sol turns now, surveys the crowd, stands, buttons his jacket,
leans in conspiratorlally again, barks at Vanessa.
SOL
Call the criminal again.
JAKE
The train's probably late. Let it be.
SOL
There are limousines and taxis. Not to
mention helicopters and cell phones.
Call your brother, please.
Sol doesn't give, lowering his eyes on Vanessa until she sighs,
puts her camera away, pulls out her cell phone, dials. As it
rings, Sol makes his way to THE STAGE, gladhanding, winking as
he goes. Back to Vanessa— Zach's voice mail picks up. The beep.
VANESSA
Ski— where are you? Dad's having an
angina. I'm gonna buy an island with
your half of the inheritance when he
cuts you off. Luvsies—
She's about to hang up when Beverly reaches for the phone.
BEVERLY
Zachary. It's Mom. I hope you're okayLove you.
She passes it back, but Jake stabs at it on the way.
JAKE
Little man. What's up. It's J. So
listen. I don't really mind that you're
a degenerate no-show right now but- I
am looking at someone who does-
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At a table nearby. Jake just found SERENA GODSON as she sips a
white wine, watching as Sol Abrams arrives at THE PODIUM.
JAKE
- Ms. Serena Godson. And it just so
happens she isn't wearing a breast
harnessing device tonight— we call
that a "brassiere"
in the industry—
oh, but we already went over that one,
didn't we? Call me. You ok?
ON STAGESOL
signore e Signori—
Sol clears his throat. Light chuckles flicker across the crowd.
SOL
That's about as much Italian as I can
remember, because- at the ripe old age
of 9, the little punk who organized
tonight's event spent an entire month
in Tuscany complaining that the pizza
didn't have enough cheese.
(chuckles from the crowd)
I think his line went something like,
"What's the big deal with Italy, Dad?
It looks exactly like Brooklyn."
(torrid laughter)
Little did I know, the same kid would
own half of Williamsburg by the time he
was old enough to drink a Sambuca.
Sol looks down at Jake, winks. Jake blushes.
SOL
But seriously, people, I don't wanna
steal the kid's thunder here. I'm
inordinately proud of the man I'd like
to introduce. The man who brings us all
together tonight- my son, Jacob Abrams.
A STANDING OVATION swells as Jake kisses Fiona- and rises.
INT. JAIL - SAME - NIGHT
Cold grey brick. Bored desk cops. Local pizza delivery. You get
it. And there's ZACH, running his thumb across an ink pad— now
turning his face for a profile. POP goes the mug shot.
INT. THE PLAZA - BANQUET ROOM - THE DANCE FLOOR - LATER
The informal portion of the evening. Jake's dancing with
Vanessa, taking the lead, a man who knows his ball room moves.
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JAKE
What's his deal? You think he spaced?
VANESSA
No. I think he just totally bailed.
Next to them, MORT spins FIONA against the beat. Now dipping
her, inappropriately holding her close, soaking in a movie Btar.
VIVIAN looks on with serrated hostility, downs her Vodka
straight like it's a beer and she's in a fraternity basement.
Hell, it's free. Then she gets up and storms off t o —
THE RESTROOM
But just as she's about to open the door, she sees BEVERLY
walking away from a conversation around the corner, composing
herself, recovering all too quickly— like there's something to
hide. She stops in her tracks when she sees Vivian.
BEVERLY
Viv. How's your evening?
Vivian tries to see who disappeared behind the corner, but to no
avail. There's no one there. Back to what matters. Her husband.
VIVIAN
He'll be lucky if he still has both
testicles tomorrow morning.
BEVERLY
Oh, come on. You wouldn't want him
neutered— you'd have to re-upholster
the couch every six months.
Vivian frowns. Adjusts her blouse. Enhanced breasts.
INT. THE PLAZA HOTEL - BAR - LATER
Vanessa saddles up to the bar, blows in Larry's ear as he does a
shot of Sauza, whispers facetiously.
VANESSA
I couldn't help but notice your biceps.
He spits his drink, spins around.
LARRY
Chill, babygirl. Quit playin like that.
Vanessa leans into the bar, snags the barkeep's attention.
VANESSA
Do you have a 2000 Bordeaux?
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The barkeep stares at her blankly. She's 17. Larry sets his eyes
on Alyssa. She feels it. Stares back. What?
LARRY
Yo, we should get down sometime.
ALYSSA
Why, do you like to be dominated?
TAFT HUTTON (O.S.)
Hey, lady.
She spins, sees her leading man, almost faints.
VANESSA
Taft. What the hell are you doing here?
As if she didn't know. Alyssa rolls her eyes. Fine performance.
TAFT
My dad's on the board.
TAFT HUTTON, 17. A charmer, no doubt. Hair in his face. Button
nose. Lanky build— like a base player. Only he's a 7 handicap
in golf and he's never been to New Jersey. A pause grows.
TAFT
Not a bad little soiree.
VANESSA
25 thousand a table, it better be.
She's just covering the fact that her heart is beating five
times faster than it was a minute ago. Taft pulls out a CIGAR.
TAFT HUTTON
You wanna puff a Cuban?
And off her look, which says, I'll smoke anything with you—
INT. THE PLAZA - THE ABRAMS TABLE - SAME
Beverly nods warmly at a collection of well dressed, well aged,
well coifed, well bred, middle-aged men and women.
WOMAN
It's just a marvelous place to summer
now. They've made quite a renovation.
HER HUSBAND
And the grass courts this year should
be a tremendous upgrade.
WOMAN
Especially with those knees of yours.
He's like the leaning tower of Pisa.
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Chuckles spread around the table. Beverly catches the wave just
in time before she's found out. She's been staring a t —
SOL — AT ANOTHER TABLE
his chair reclined, arm on the seatback of ANOTHER WOMAN— the
only lady amongst powerful men. Notice her face. Plain, simple,
not unattractive. It's CLAIRE MCDONOUGH, 39, a hardnosed Irish
businesswoman who's worked her way to the top of Sol's ladder.
That's when a hand lands on Beverly's shoulder. She looks up.
It's Jake, offering an impromptu slot on his dance card.
JAKE
Care to dance, Madame?
INT. THE PLAZA - DANCE FLOOR - MOMENTS LATER
Jake and Beverly slow dance elegantly. Lessons, people, lessons.
BEVERLY
You don't give birth to have your
children move away.
JAKE
Watch. Zach's gonna be bigger than any
of us. He's gonna buy Dad out one day
in a hostile corporate takeover.
(off her begrudging smile)
See, you like that idea, don't you.
BEVERLY
Just the hostile part.
But suddenly, in the middle of the dancefloor, Jake pulls out
his CELL— it's ringing— checks the ID, answers.
JAKE
I hope to God you're in trouble.
INT. JAIL - PAYPHONE - SAME
Zach's eyes are bloodshot as he leans into the payphone.
ZACH
DuuuuudeINT. COAT CHECK - THE PLAZA - SECONDS LATER
Jake, Sol, and Beverly huddle together near the coat closet.
SOL
The train stopped in between stations
and no one can get off?
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JAKE
Exactly.
SOL
That's a crock. Why didn't he call?
JAKE
He did. He left me a few messages but I
had my phone turned off.
Lie. Mom digs into her purse, pulls out a POWER BAR.
BEVERLY
Give him this for me, please.
Jake takes the power bar, kisses his Mom. Sol stands rigidly.
Unhappy. Jake leans in, kisses HIM on the cheek.
JAKE
Have a drink, Pops. It's a party.
SOL
I don't drink.
JAKE
We know.
EXT. THE PLAZA - BACK ENTRANCE - MOMENTS LATER
Jake takes the steps two at a time, sneaking out the back way.
That'8 when he sees a couple in severe liplock, cigar burning
over the lady's shoulder. It's TAFT and VANESSA. Frenching.
JAKE
Hey. Tipper.
Vanessa breaks off in supreme embarrassment, wipes her lips.
Taft does the same, tugs on hie cigar.
VANESSA
Where you going?
JAKE
Pick something up. I'll be back in a
bit. Finish what you were doing.
He winks. Vanessa blushes. He points at Taft.
JAKE
Keep an eye on this one, will you?
There's only one of her out there.
TAFT
Will do, man.
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Even Taft's smitten. And like that, with another wink, a salute
to them both, Jake Abrams disappears into the night.
I/E MERRITT PARKWAY - NORTH - NIGHT
A Porsche mows down curves. The cockpit glows. Dylan on the
harmonica. Jake punches it into 5th. Pushes 80. Rain pounds the
windshield. Passing the familiar NEW HAVEN EXIT.
INT. JAIL - LATER
Jake's arm in arm between two cope as another cop pops a photo,
A flash blinds them all. Raccoon eyes.
COP
Wait, Sal, take the camera, wouldja?
Lemrae get in there.
And there's Zach off to the side, backpack over his shoulder,
tired, defeated- forgotten. A scene he's more than used to.
I/E THE MERRITT PARKWAY - SOUTH - LATE NIGHT
Jake's tearing up the track. Kurt Cobain waile Something in the
Way— unplugged. Zach stares out the window.
JAKE
You make any friends in the hoosegow?
ZACH
Yeah. A guy named Toe. We're besties.
A beat. Jake grins.
JAKE
Your girl was there tonight.
ZACH
why you eyeballing her?
JAKE
Cuz she wasn't wearing a bra. Why are
you always trying to be so cool?
Zach lights a smoke, doesn't answer. Jake flips the ashtray.
JAKE
What's your deal, man? What are you so
angry about?
ZACH
Who's angry?
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JAKE
Hey. I left my own bash to come out
here and bail you out of jail. The
least you can do is not be a dick.
ZACH
Sorry, man, I didn't mean to tear you
away from Dad's little circle of
aristocratic "friends."
JAKE
Watch i t — they're my friends, too.
ZACH
I'm sure. So are their checkbooks.
JAKE
Hey— don't take your problems with Dad
out on the rest of the world.
ZACH
Whatever.
JACK
Oh, I see. That's your thing, isn't it?
"Whatever." I get it now- your problem
is you don't care about anything. I
can't even remember the last time you
stood up for something.
ZACH
We can't all cure cancer.
JAKE
They teach you how to be a smartass at
boarding school already?
ZACH
It's an innate quality. Known to skip
generations, apparently.
Jake shakes his head. Annoyed. Nearing his threshold.
JAKE
You gotta find something to believe in.
That's what your deal is, Zach. You
have the opportunity to do something
different— we all d o — and yet you go
around dissing everything. Like you're
too cool. Like you don't need it.
ZACH
I got my plan. I'm gonna start my own
theater company when I graduate.
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JAKE
So why don't I ever see you acting?
ZACH
Cuz the teacher's a punk.
Jake takes a deep breath. Silence proves hia point.
JAKE
Look, man. You do what you want, but
just know you're hurting people.
ZACH
X ami I'm not even around.
JAKE
Mom takes it personally you left the
city- so does Dad.
But suddenly, before Zach can counter, sheets of wind slapping
the windshield, they round a curve in the road and both their
faces are suddenly lit up by the approaching HEADLIGHTS of
A STATION WAGON— spinning out of control, across the divide—
And there's no time to react, no time to avoid the collision—
BOOM! They slam into each other. METAL ON METAL—
The Porsche ia sent spinning off the road into the brush,
spinning and spinning until it slams into A TREE, finally
flipping to a stop. Freezing autumn rain pounds the exterior.
When Zach comes to, his face buried in his AIRBAG, shaken,
terrified, he looks over at his brother. But he's not there.
Jake's airbag didn't employ. RAIN slashes through the jagged
hole in the windshield where he exited the car.
Zach struggles out of his seatbelt, pushes the mangled door
open, fully in tact, alive, breathing, backing away from the car
as flames start to dance out from the engine.
That's when he freezes in terror, his eyes widening, now running
to the INANIMATE BODY that lays an inconceivable distance from
the wreck. What he Bees will change his life forever.
Jake sprawled out in the mud, his body lifeless and mangled, his
face bloodied, his arm twisted grotesquely behind his neck.
Zach drops to his knees, holds his head in his hands, but not
even the grandest miracle will bring Jacob Abrams back to life.
CUT TO BLACK.
END OF ACT ONE
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ACT 3
EXT. RIVERSIDE CHURCH - MORNING
A procession of limos and town cars. And as the doors open, rise
up and find some perspective. There are hundreds— thousands—
of people— media, well-wishers— crowded around the entrance.
INT. RIVERSIDE CHURCH - MORNING
A hallowed place of worship, one of Manhattan's finest and most
beautiful. A crowd bustles, all trying to get a better view of
the speaker: Sol Abrams, standing at a lectern, adjusting his
reading glasses, clearing his throat, reading from notes.
SOL
My family's life has been a life
blessed with fortune and success— a
combination that inevitably, I admit,
brings with it a fading sense of
perspective on the world around you.
On Zach now clearing the hair from his eyes. On Vanessa,
Beverly, Larry, Mort, Vivian next to him.
SOL
This events returns me to my humble
beginnings, a small man beneath a great
and powerful sky- this time, however,
without the potential and promise that
accompanied my youth.
He takes a deep breath. Fights back his emotions. Now notice THE
GODSON FAMILY a few rows back. SERENA wiping tears from her eye.
Now notice ALYSSA, CHARLES, and a young fellow we'll soon
encounter by the name of TRISCUIT. All paying their respects.
SOL
I am reminded that one sudden swipe by
the claws of misfortune and one's
dreams and hopes can vanish in an
instant- my son was my inspiration and...
today I stand before you a humbledempty man.
Vanessa bawls, reaches for Zach's hand. Takes it. Holds it,
squeezes it, now burying her well of tears in his arm.
INT. RIVERSIDE CHURCH - MORNING
Pallbearers carry THE CASKET down the aisle as the crowd stands
and the organ inflates the room with a heartbreaking hymn.
Amongst the pallbearers, we find Larry and Zach, and as they
pass through the spine of the crowd, Zach's eyes meet SERENA'S.
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She waves quietly, privately, her eyes red and swollen, and it
seems that he almost stops, almost leaps into her arms and cries
forever into her soft white neck, but the momentum of the casket
carries him away. The connection made in their fleeting moment,
though, will not be lost on the boy who would be king.
EXT. BERKSHIRES - COUNTRY ROAD - DAY
An entourage of limos— and a hearse— roll down a sad country
road, silence of the passing landscape is interrupted only by a
CHOPPER overhead.
I/E

LIMO - MOVING

Four Abrams family members stare out their respective windows,
well spaced apart in their seats. Vanessa's bawling, Beverly's
in sunglasses, Zach's in his black Converse All Stars, and then
there's S o l — stoic, removed, just notice Zach's sneakers.
SOL
The least you could do is wear a proper
pair of shoes.
ZACH
Who's definition of proper are we
using?
BEVERLY
Enough. Jesus Christ. Enough.
And off Sol's look, off Zach never even turning—
INT. ANOTHER LIMO - MOVING - SAME
This one carrying Mort, Vivian, and Larry. Equally as quiet.
Equally as distant. Until Vivian opens her enhanced lips.
VIVIAN
Have you talked to your brother yet?
Mort turns slowly. Stares at her incredulously.
MORT
His body's still warm.
VIVIAN
Sooo- we can't keep living?
Larry scowls, opens the window. Fresh air rushes in.
EXT. ABRAMS ESTATE

- BERKSHIRES - DAY

The procession of cars enters the grounds of the Abrams Estate.
A palatial compound complete with stables, gardens, pools.
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INT. ABRAMS ESTATE - AFTERNOON
The wake. Family and close friends milling about, all in black,
all speaking in that respectful tone, a bar above a whisper.
TIDBITS OF CONVERSATION
Stunning IOSB — Share prices plummet —
An angel, a true angel — The pride of
the family — The world's gone to pot —
I'm leaving the city — There is no God
And now find Beverly making her way through the crowd in her
sunglasses, stopping occasionally, but never staying long,
always moving on. Until she comes upon CLAIRE MCDONOUGH.
And the moment their eyes meet, muscles seem to stiffen. Beverly
stops to engage, albeit begrudgingly.
CLAIRE
Bev— I haven't really had a chance to
say this yet but— I can't tell you how
sorry I am for your lose.
Beverly stares at her coldly. Looks her up and down. Ions pass
before she responds. Finally, from her pancreas she asks—
BEVERLY
Have you seen my son?
Tears pour out from beneath her glasses. Claire's frozen.
CLAIRE
You mean Zach?
(off her flat look)
No.
And with that, Beverly keeps walking. Comes upon Vivian and
Larry amongst a group of aunts and uncles.
BEVERLY
Have you seen Zachary?
Off their looks, clearly they haven't, we go t o —
INT. THE DEN - ABRAMS ESTATE - SAME
Sol stares off at the stables, arms folded. Mort sits by his
desk, soaking in a PHOTO of he and sol as youngsters, both of
them flanking THEIR FATHER, a penniless immigrant from Russia.
MORT
Look at the old bastard.
SOL
He adored Jacob.
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MORT
The old prick was always more of a
grandfather than he was a Dad.
Sol turns away again. His moves cautious and frightening.
SOL
At least there was a template.
Something to learn from.
Mort lights a cigar. Exhales. Smoke billows between them.
MORT
Listen. I know this might not be the
best time—
SOL
Don't.
MORT
How do you know what I'm gonna say?
SOL
Don't you dare ask me for money on the
day of my son's funeral.
And before he can defend himself, suddenly VANESSA'S at the door
with a glass of wine in hand.
VANESSA
Daddy?
They both turn.
SOL
Hi, baby.
VANESSA
Mom's being weird. She can't find Zach.
SOL
Where 1B he?
VANESSA
I don't know.
SOL
I'll be out in a second.
INT. ABRAMS ESTATE - STAIRWAY
FIONA MCADAMS slowly makes her way up the grand winding
staircase to the second floor. Down the hall, past various rooms
of different themes until she comes to a bedroom.
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INT. BEDROOM - ABRAMS ESTATE - CONTINUOUS
Fiona opens the door, peeks in. Hears FUMBLING from the closet.
FIONA
Zach? Is that you?
She steps into the room. Finds Zach in a WALK-IN CLOSET, lit
cigarette hanging from his lips, modeling a WEATHERED OVERCOAT
in the mirror. It's Jake's. He sees her in the reflection.
ZACH
He never took this off.
FIONA
Your mother's looking for you.
ZACH
No she isn't, she's looking for him. I
can't help her with that.
Fiona takes a seat on the bed.
FIONA
You have an extra cigarette?
He passes her a smoke, lights it for her.
FIONA
How you feeling, Zach?
(off his shrug)
My mom's worried I'm gonna develop an
eating disorder and disappear into thin
air. I've been chainsmoking for a week.
ZACH
I don't think it's hit me yet.
FIONA
He admired you, you know- zach's not a
follower, he used to say,
ZACH
He said that?
FIONA
All the time. Jake cared so much about
what people thought of him— he admired
you for your independence.
A beat. Zach thinks on that for a sec. No shit.
FIONA
Did you know he was depressed?
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ZACH
Who was?
FIONA
Jake. He was on Prozac.
ZACH
Shut up.
FIONA
I'm serious.
Beat. Zach looks away defensively.
FIONA
He was depressed, Zach. Not a
crackhead.
off his look, Btaring at a wall of Trophies, we go t o —
INT. THE BAR — ABRAMS ESTATE
Back to the crowd. People pepper the living room, waiters carry
trays of hors d'oeuvres. A handsome BARTENDER mixes a drink for
Vanessa as Larry stands by sipping a brew.
LARRY
Man, what happened to Aunt Bell? She
looks like she ate a gazelle.
VANESSA
I feel like I might climb a clock tower
with a rifle and a high power scope if
I have to do this all day.
LARRY
I keep thinkin about Biggie and Tupac.
Like we're livin the madness right now
and we don't even know it.
They survey the crowd. Sounds fade to a cacophony of chatter.
Until Larry finally breaks the moment, can't help himself.
LARRY
So, yo, I was hopin you might hook me
up with your friend— Alyssa. You know.
The one with the sweet titties.
But before she can answer, Beverly approaches in her dark
ominous sunglasses, stops, her voice monotone and lifeless.
BEVERLY
Where's zachary?
VANESSA
I have no idea.
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BEVERLY
Hmmm- What are you drinking?
Vanessa eyes Larry. To lie or not to lie. Larry shrugs.
VANESSA
A kir royale-?
Beverly stares at the drink stoically— then gestures for a sip.
BEVERLY
May I?
Vanessa and Larry share another look before she passes her the
drink. They watch as Beverly downs the whole thing in one fell
lick. When she's done, she hands the glass back pleasantly.
BEVERLY
Thank you, love.
VANESSA
What are you giving it to me for?
But she doesn't respond, turning back to the bartender now.
BEVERLY
I'd like a vodka, please. With a splash
of lemon juice. From the rind.
VANESSA
And maybe a twist of Xanax.
But Beverly doesn't seem to be listening, watching the bartender
make her drink. When it's ready, she wets her lips, turns back,
completely without emotion, possessed by an evil zen master.
BEVERLY
Where's Zachary?
VANESSA
What's wrong with you?! I don't know
where Zachary is J I'm not his keeper!
Beverly doesn't even blink, doesn't comfort Vanessa, who's now
glaring at her in teenage horror. And the rawness, the blunt,
unflinching stare Beverly returns sends Vanessa scurrying away.
INT. ABRAMS ESTATE - STAIRWAY - CONTINUOUS
Vanessa bounds up the stairs, finds Zach and Fiona at the top.
She stops and confronts them.
VANESSA
What the hell are you doing? Mom's
totally flipping out looking for you.
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ZACH
I'm right here. What's wrong?
VANESSA
I'm going back to the city.
ZACH
You're what?
VANESSA
I can't breathe in this house anymore.
ZACH
(dubiously)
How you getting back?
VANESSA
Steal a limoYou're

ZACH
gonna steal a limo?

VANESSA
Come with? ... Please?
He looks over the rail. Downstairs. Beverly's at the bar—
ordering another drink. Zach turns back to Vanessa.
ZACH
The maid's quarters. Around back.
She falls in behind him down the hall.
FIONA
Hey, Zach?
He stops, turns. Fiona's staring at him with wanton eyes.
FIONA
Don't be a stranger.
EXT. ABRAMS ESTATE - DRIVEWAY
Zach follows Vanessa as she surveys the line-up of limos and
town cars, peering into windows. Finally she stops, tries a
door, gestures, gets in the driver side. Zach hops in gun.
INT. LIMO - CONTINUOUS
Vanessa flips the ignition and the damn thing purrs to life.
Vanessa turns, stares at her brother, her hand on the shift. A
look that says, "I'm doing this unless you stop me." He doesn't.
ZACH
Baby steals a limo. This is a first.

